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In search of truth, Superintendent Uckfield urges Horton to go undercover with his mission being to catch the cunning killer; unfortunately, his life is
in danger. Add to Watchlist. They need it more than me. Do writers always write in sequence or do they jump about? Each month I pick a charity
and ask that you support them instead. This item has an extended handling time and a delivery estimate greater than 13 business days. When
fighting crime he is prepared to take risks and is fearless in his search for justice. Dead Man's Wharf by Pauline Rowson. Ships to:. Seller
Inventory DPB. He meets a distraught young lady holding a gun in her hands and facing a lifeless body in one of the old bunkers. Deadly Waters
by Pauline Rowson. Shelve Footsteps on the Shore. Undercurrent by Pauline Rowson. Seller: greatbookprices1 Seller's other items. Dispatched,
from the UK, within 48 hours of ordering. Beset by personal problems and aided by Cantelli, Horton sets out to find a killer who will stop at
nothing to cover his tracks. Results 1 - 19 Tide of Death: A DI Andy Horton Marine Mystery Dead Passage by Pauline Rowson. You can click
these links and be sent to a random series or a random author. Condition: As New. Midnight Sun by Stephenie MeyerHardcover 4. The book has
been read but remains in clean condition. Andy Horton is the main character in Tide of Death: A DI Andy Horton Marine Mystery procedural
series by all time best-selling English author Pauline Rowson. Abandoned by his mother at the age of 10, he is forced to grow up in the hardships
of Portsmouth Streets in England a city which he hates and loves at the same time. PC Evans has been stabbed the night before, the DCI is up
before a promotion board and Sergeant Cantelli is having problems with his fifteen year old daughter. The suffocating Sea This is the third novel in
the series D. Lethal Waves by Pauline Rowson. Book 5. Condition: Used; Good. Most items will be dispatched the same or the next working day.
Book 8. Some minor wear to the spine. Book 9. As Andy Horton digs deeper in search of clues that would lead to the real killer, tensions
substantially mount and with a ticking time bomb on his neck, Horton is sooner forced to make a decision that will put his life on the crosshairs.
Stock photo. Horton, the readers know him as emotionally weak, but physically strong. An action-packed marine mystery featuring Andy Hor…
More. A mysterious telephone call sends Horton on a com…. Condition: Brand Tide of Death: A DI Andy Horton Marine Mystery. The series
popularly goes by the name, Marine mysteries and is set on South Coast, England. About this product. Aided by Sergeant Cantelli, Horton sets
out to find a killer who will stop at nothing to cover his tracks. But, Horton's mind is on other things not least of which is trying to prove his
innocence after being accused of rape. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. All of the pages are intact and the cover is intact and the spine may show signs
of wear. Book s. Sign in for more lists. Andy is a flawed character — physically strong, but emotionally vulernable. Below is a list of the D. Shelve
Shroud of Evil. More information about this seller Contact this seller 5.
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